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Leading Discovery and Connecting Outcomes 

Wisdom Integrity, and Value 

Three components vital in any business process. To get things done successfully in any organization, a strategy that 

optimizes the relationships between people, processes, and tools is required but must also balance wisdom, 

integrity, and value. 

Leading Discovery 

Being active and present with the greatest of integrity in the journey which accurately completes the vision that 

drives strategic direction and planning. 

Purposed to connect operations and individuals with strategic performance, leading to sustainable incremental 

change in organizational reputation from mediocre to exceptional. 

Operations and Performance 

Choices and behaviors cultivate the performance that respects and edifies the individual. 

Connecting process with delivery standards for sustainable incremental change that inspires governed greatness 

and leads to Organizational Agility and Operational Excellence. 

Organization and Strategy 

Choices, behaviors, and service inspire others that others may come to understand the vision.  

Connecting resources with structures and vision for focused direction and response leading to greater 

Organizational Agility though prolific organizational change capability and increased organizational change 

capacity. 

Individual and Operations  

Through my choices and behaviors, others are able, through practice, to overcome and excel.  

Connecting resources with functions and performance, moving from academics to applications, to achieve 

exceptional results. 

Connecting Outcomes  

 
Being active and present with the greatest of integrity in delivering transformations, moving from academics to 

applications, which results in connected performance and strategic relevance. 

Purposed to connect operations and individuals with strategic performance, leading to sustainable incremental 

change in organizational reputation from mediocre to exceptional. 
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My Story and Professional Presentation 
 
Introduction 
 
A distinguished executive, senior leader, and trusted advisor, influenced by a remarkable career in information systems, I am 

principled in leading qualitative operational and organizational discovery while creating and connecting transformative outcomes 

that drive operational excellence and organizational agility. With a dedication to transformative leadership, exceptional 

performance, sustainable change, and a robust return on investment (ROI), my approach to bringing order to chaos begins with 

quality relationships and continues with structured methodologies, industry standards, artifacts, deliverables, comprehensive 

work plans and personal accountability.  

• Established in information systems, services, projects, and portfolios, 

• Advancing strategic business operations, analytics, and advisory, 

• Achieving and connecting transformative outcomes, 

• Recognized for operational excellence and organizational agility.’ 
• Securing a legacy of value through people, culture, systems, and technology. 

 
Recognized for transformative outcomes from analysis and resolution of complex business problems, Chris is a voice of reason 
and compassion in the face of change. With a passion for leaving a legacy of value, I help people and organizations overcome 
their challenges and realize their full potential. Change, of any kind, must be from the inside out, one life at a time.  

Summary 
 
Chris has a positive, enduring legacy of extraordinarily rich and diverse roles and relationships spanning several industries, most 

recently, Government, Insurance, and Technology, earning their trust and confidence as their senior advisor of choice. His clients 

have included the American Electric Power (AEP) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), State Farm Insurance, 

American Express, Capital Group, United Bank of Switzerland, Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield; United Healthcare, Primera 

Healthcare, L.L.C., Lutheran Medical Center, TEKsystems, CDI Corporation, Papa John’s Pizza, Covance Inc., Siemens 

Microelectronics and Current Incorporated. Chris also works with non-profits, non-government organizations, churches, 

community, and faith-based organizations. 

Background 

Chris comes from an American conservative Christian background. Originally from Phoenix Arizona, now resides in Auburn 
Georgia, and is currently in advanced studies at the school of hard knocks. He and his wife, college sweethearts, have 2 married 
adult children and are proud grandparents. 
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